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Meet The Exclusive Nissan GT-R50 By Italdesign

Nissan has conirmed the production design of the Nissan GTR50 by Italdesign – the ultimate
expression of the GT-R – and has
opened the oficial order books
for the 50-vehicle limited run.
The car’s exterior is virtually unchanged from the prototype irst shown in July at the
Goodwood Festival of Speed in
England. Pricing of the NISMO-

tuned, 710 horsepower, GT-R by
Italdesign will start at $1.5-million before taxes and options.
Nissan collaborated with Italdesign (based out of Turin, Italy)
to create the model, which is
built on the latest Nissan GT-R
NISMO, in commemoration of
the 50th anniversaries of the
GT-R in 2019 and Italdesign in
2018. While the prototype vehi-

cle was inished in a special gray
with gold accents, customers will
be able to specify their preferred
color combinations for the production version. They also will
be able to choose interior colors
and packages.
In addition to Goodwood, the
GT-R50 prototype has made appearances at Spa-Francorchamps
in Belgium, the Rolex Monterey

Motorsports Reunion in the U.S.
and Nissan Crossing in Tokyo’s
Ginza district.
“The reaction from Nissan fans
around the world – and potential
customers of the GT-R50 – has
greatly exceeded our expectations,” said Bob Laishley, global
sports car program director at
Nissan.“These 50 cars, which
celebrate 50 years of the GT-R

as well as 50 years of Italdesign,
will be rolling tributes to Nissan’s
engineering leadership and rich
sports car heritage for a long time
to come.” Customers who wish to
own a GT-R50 may start by visiting www.gt-r50.nissan and contacting Italdesign to create their
own bespoke car. Deliveries will
begin in 2019 and will continue
through 2020.

What Grandparents Need To Know About Car Seats
Every family needs help sometimes, and grandparents are a
wonderful resource for many.
Despite their enthusiasm to help
with after-school pickup or take
the kids for a day of fun, a lot has
changed from the time they were
transporting children.
A 2018 survey found that four
out of 10 parents are concerned

that secondary caregivers will not
install or buckle the car seat correctly. Follow these tips when selecting a car seat for grandparents
to use.
Proper installation. Ensure
grandparents know how to check
for a proper install. Key checkpoints include: removing excess
slack in the harness straps and at

the belt-path; ensuring the base of
the car seat is a minimum of 80
per cent on the vehicle; positioning the chest clip at armpit level;
using the level indicator and; verifying the harness so straps are at
the appropriate height, whether
rear or forward-facing.
Always use the manufacturer’s
installation directions to install

the seat safely and properly.
When in doubt, ind a local certiied car seat technician or car seat
clinic to have your installation
veriied.
Longevity is a priority. Make
grandparents’ lives easier by selecting a car seat that will grow
with your child, like Graco’s Extend2Fit Convertible Car Seat. It

features a four-position extension
panel that provides ive inches
of extra legroom. The seat also
makes switching from rear facing to front facing super easy so
parents and grandparents can feel
conident that children are comfortable and safe for all the car
rides ahead.
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